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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
Before the fun started - lovely day and For more about how the club operates, see
views (from The Stones from the back trip) the last two pages.

News
New Members Welcome: We welcome four new members to the club this month,
Maureen Bennett, Nicola Shaw, Karen Tait and Samantha Kemp . Please accept the
club's warm welcome to you all.
Doug Airy: has sent in his resignation. Doug has been with the club for a great many
years, and in the early 1960 was treasurer for the club. We wish Doug all the best for his
future endeavours.
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Tramper of the Month: Natasha Sydorenko
I’m 26 years old, and I work as a senior risk advisory consultant at Ernst & Young. I’ve lived in NZ
for about 16 years, but I am originally from Sevastopol (Russia). I’ve recently been persuaded to
do a club night presentation about Sevastopol and Crimea, so you can all look forward to finding
out more about this part of the world soon. I joined the CTC in September 2013.
What was your first day trip? I think it
was Mt Clara (September or October
2013). Visibility was atrocious someone
(Bryce???) kept saying we’d break
through the clouds at any moment), and
everyone was so wrapped up in jackets,
hoods, goggles etc. that it was hard to
tell who was actually on the trip.
And your first weekend trip? Camping at
Lake Mavis, which turned into ‘staying at
Goat Pass Hut’, in September 2013. It
was my very first trip with the club. I
think there were about 18 of us on the
trip, and while I had an amazing time, I
realised just how much I needed to work
on my fitness.

The Happy Starfish

You are the new Treasurer. What made you to take on this role for the Club? Cristina (the
previous Treasurer) twisted my arm… :) Actually, I thought it would be an interesting role. I’m a
Chartered Accountant, with an audit background, so I thought it would be fun to have a go at
preparing accounts for the club (accountant’s idea of fun...). Also, being on a committee and
voicing my thoughts on how things should be done very much suits my bossy nature :)
What is your favourite day tramp? I have such a terrible memory that I’ll just go with a recent
favourite. In early May 2014, a bunch of us went to Mt Binser, in Arthurs Pass. We had about
1,400m of height gain, and the views were so amazing that I was actually speechless. It was also
where I invented my current favourite photo pose, The Happy Starfish (see photo above).
Your favourite weekend (or longer) tramp? Smyth Hut via Hunters Hut, a 4-day tramp in the
Wanganui Valley on the West Coast. I was there at Easter 2012. After 2 days walking up the
Wanganui, you get to Smyth Hut where you’re rewarded with the most incredible hot pools (sans
sandflies!) and views of the valley and nearby glacier (maybe not very nearby, but you can see it
well enough). Unfortunately this track has been closed since January 2013 due to flood damage
(c’mon DOC, it’s been 18 months, sort it out!), but as soon as it reopens I’ll lead a club trip there.
Your favourite hut? Upper Travers Hut on the Travers-Sabine circuit in Nelson Lakes. The views
from the hut are absolutely amazing, but I think what I liked most about the hut was the fact that it
was so cosy and warm when we got there, after walking for about 8 hours from Blue Lake, over
the Travers Saddle, in torrential downpour followed by horizontal sleet. The hut had a nice big
stove, which we turned into a clothes drying device by literally frying our merinos on it.
What future trips are you most looking forward to? The one above, and also some of the more
‘social’ tramps we’ve got coming up in the next 2 months – Otekahe Hotpools, Lake Daniell,
Carrington Hut Ghostbusting. It’s really nice to do some trips where people aren’t dog-tired at the
end of the day, and still have energy to socialise. I’m hoping that the CTC members I usually
tramp with (you know who you are) don’t shy away from these trips because they are ‘easy’; it’d
be great to get a really good turnout. I promise to bring lots of chocolate! I’m also looking forward
to doing more challenging tramps. I class the likes of Mt Tapuaenuku (difficult to climb AND to
spell!) and Phipps Peak in the ‘challenging category’. I did both of these trips this year, and it
would be great to do more like this in the next few months. So, basically, I’m looking forward to
tramping in general… :)
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the
trip is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the
club website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people
start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your
loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital). A
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits
served. If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 980-8224
or email kate-taylor@clear.net.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and
if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 28 May

Club Night

Newsletter folding night: After folding the newsletters we can have some social time.
Saturday 31 May

Leader: Alan Ross 384-6425
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

Mt Oxford: This trip will be perfect for people who want to step up
from doing a few easy trips and not found them challenging
physically. The total height gain is about 1000 m (2x the port hills).
I plan to run it at no faster than easy/mod pace. Please note to
bring all your correct warm gear as the 2nd half of the trip is very
exposed (above the bush line). If you are unsure or need to
borrow some gear please phone me to discuss. If the weather is
no good Saturday I will plan to do it on the Sunday. So take the
opportunity to push yourself a little if you think you are up to it. Oh
by the way good views from the top!
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Grade: EasyMod
Closes: 29 May
Map:
BW22
Approx: $10

Saturday 31 May
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: David Sutton 03 3318064
david.sutton@cdhb.govt.nz

Sudden Valley to the Hawdon: Sudden Valley Stream is a
deeply gorged tributary of the Hawdon River, which it enters just
before the Waimakariri River confluence. We will park at Hawdon
Shelter then cross the Hawdon and head up Sudden Valley
stream. After the steep walk out of the gorge we continue up the
beautiful Sudden Valley to the hut half way up. From the hut we
climb out of valley heading west (true left) to gain the ridge near
1595 , follow ridge to 1565, then descend to the Hawdon River
valley which we will follow down to the Shelter and cars.
Long Weekend 31 May-2 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 29 May
Map:
BV21
Approx: $25

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

QUEENS B'Day - Faerie Queene/Gloriana Peak: Gloriana Peak
and Faerie Queene are two peaks over 2200 m in the Spenser
Mountains - accessed off the St James Walkway. The approach is
easy, the peaks are getting up there into the "hard" category.
These two peaks have been on my bucket list for ages, so
volunteer to lead me there (please :-) Contact Weekend trip
organiser if you can lead this trip...
Long Weekend 31 May-2 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 22 May
Map:
BT23
Approx: $35

Leader: Carol Exton 03 324-2202
carolxx48@gmail.com

Saint James Walkway: This is a classic walk in the Lewis Pass
area with great huts along the way. DOC recommends this as a 5
day trip but Carol will race along the track to squeeze it in the
Queens Birthday weekend. The trip is graded moderate due to the
faster pace.
Sunday 1 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 22 May
Map:
BU23 BT23
Approx: $40 + hut
fee

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210

Mount Grey (934m) AGAIN !!: Bruce has cunningly found a new
way up Mount Grey! Most likely an old way resurrected. Easy
grazed hill country, farm tracks and hill slopes. Even more than
the usual Mount Greys fantastic views. Exposed route so a bad
weather alternative may need to run. The Club captain suspects
UFO's or some other such phenomena in this area. we will be able
to report to him our experiences. Time 5Hrs height Gain ~500m
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Grade: Easy+
Closes: 29 May
Map:
BV24
Approx: $20

Wednesday 4 June

Club Night

French Alps and beyond by Clem and Boris: Clem and Boris are French, living in
Christchurch and enjoying its outdoors. Before that, they experienced the French
mountains and would like to share some of their pictures. From the French Southern Alps
where they were living, to the Northern Alps, Pyrénées, and the overseas territory of
Reunion island, they will give you their personal overview of french ranges : landscapes,
fauna and flora, 'refuges' and much more!
Saturday 7 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Radu Popovici
popovici.radustefan@gmail.com

Aicken-Blimit-Cassidy Traverse: This is a great Arthurs Pass
climber's traverse, from Aicken (1863m) to Blimit (1921m). The
ridge between Aicken and Blimit is a grade 2 route, with some
significant gendarmes (bypassed with care on one side or the
other) and is especially gnarly close to Blimit (if you aren't keen on
some grade 14 rock climbing, the guidebook advises a sidle out
on the southern flank...). A great day out for fighting-fit rockgeckos in the club.
Saturday 7 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 5 Jun
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

The Black Hole Revisited: The Black Hole is a gorgeous small
lake hidden on private land west of DOC's Acheron Walkway. This
time we will explore the North side of the lake. Easy country, on
and off track in rolling, grazed farm country. Views include an old
abandoned opencast coalmine, up Rakaia and Coleridge valley's
flats. The is a sheltered, safe route, suitable for children, but
contact the leader first.
Weekend 7-8 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 5 Jun
Map:
BW20
Approx: $20

Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309
matern.nz@gmail.com

Otehake Hot Pools: This is a classic club trip to the Otehake Hot
Pools. After crossing the Otira River it is an easy stroll along the
Taramakau and up to Lake Kaurapataka. The flood track along
the Otehake River is a bit challenging but we might be able to
follow the river if we are lucky. There is a great camp site on an
island next to the pools. On Sunday it is either the same way back
or we follow the Otehake all the way downstream to the
Taramakau.
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Grade: Easy+
Closes: 29 May
Map:
BU20 BU21
BV21
Approx: $40

Saturday 7 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Tiromonana Bush: This easy trip follows a walkway to the east of
the Kate Valley Landfill. The track loops around from Mt Cass
Road to a cliff lookout (Tiromoana means "view of the sea"). We
will go to a beach, then up to Ella Peak Scenic Reserve and return
via the Ella Ponds Wetlands, which are being protected and
restored.
Wednesday 11 June

Grade: Easy
Closes: 5 Jun
Map:
BV25
Approx: $20

Club Night

Ideas for active holidays on Pacific Islands: Do you love the idea of a couple of weeks
somewhere tropical in winter - but know two weeks sitting on a beach next to a resort is
not you? Here are some ideas from Lynette and Jeff's active holidays on pacific islands.
There is amazing variety in the Pacific with everything from camping on remote active
volcanoes and sea kayaking in Vanuatu to tramping and whale watching in Tonga.
Lynette will also talk briefly about Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Fiji and
Rarotonga. And then there is the amazing snorkelling....
Saturday 14 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mount Pukanui - Moorhouse Range: Mount Pukanui is a 1145
m peak in the Moorhouse Range. Located between the Rangitata,
South Ashburton and Hinds Rivers, this exposed range over looks
the Rangitata Basin, Canterbury Plains, with Mount Peel to the
south. There is DOC access up the ridge. The return route
depends on the will of the ramping group. Time ~5 hours with
much of the trip along exposed tops. There will be a plan-B
weather option.
Weekend 14-15 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 12 Jun
Map:
BX19
Approx: $30

Leader: Silvia Horniakova 021 264 8430
silwika@yahoo.com

Kirwans Hut: The walk up to Kirwans Hut is one of New
Zealand's classic overnight tramps. There are some historic relics
to be seen on the way like: Fiery Cross Gold Mine, Just in Time
Mine and Kirwans Reward Mine. The well formed (and beautiful!)
track up to the hut was originally hand crafted by miners. We will
drive to Reefton on Friday night and stay in the Reefton Motor
Camp. Then we walk to Kirwans Hut and out the same way on
Sunday (unless somebody has better idea of a loop than Waitahu
valley 4WD track). There will be an optional side tramp to a mighty
1297m high Kirwans Hill with grand views over rugged Victoria
range. The walk to the hut takes about 6hours (could be more with
mine exploration) and there is a graduate but still 1000m height
gain on the first day.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 5 Jun
Map:
BS21 BS22
BT22
Approx: $70-$80

Weekend 14-15 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Pinnacle Biv, Genoa Peak: The last record of the CTC heading
to Genoa Peak was in 2000 - 14 years ago. Seize this rare
opportunity to head to this corner of the world. We head up the
Kokatahi Valley to Boo Boo Hut, this track is no longer maintained
by DOC, only efforts by volunteers like Permolat keep it usable.
From Boo Boo it's a 600m climb up to the bivy, this part of the
route was partially re-cut in 2013. We'll camp by the Biv and see
what time allows for a wander up Genoa Pk and possibly a bit
further along the Toaroha range.
Sunday 15 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: ModHard to
Hardish
depending
on route
Closes: 5 Jun
Map:
BV19
Approx: $50

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Ryde Falls: This trip in the lovely Mt Oxford Forest is suitable for
families and everyone looking for a relaxing social tramp. We'll
follow the well-benched track from the Coopers Creek car park
through the beech forest, looking out for the scattered rimu and
the splashes of colour from the red and yellow-leaved horopito.
There's plenty of bird life as well, from the ubiquitous robins and
fan-tails to bell-birds and maybe even a rifleman. The falls
themselves - three cascades - are above a beautiful deep pool.
Plenty of time to look around, explore and socialise.
Wednesday 18 June

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 12 Jun
Map:
BW22
Approx: $20

Club Night

What to carry in your winter day pack: ***Attention new or prospective members***
We will go through what you MUST carry on a winter day trip to be safe (and maybe what
you could carry to make you happy). New or prospective members, if you are new to
winter tramping, this could be a life-saver, so do make an effort to come along!
Saturday 21 June

Social Event

Annual CTC Mid-Winter Breakfast: 8.30 am. at The Chateau on the Park, (corner of
Deans Avenue and Kilmarnock Street). Please put your name down on the list at the club
rooms or contact Kate Taylor beforehand (kate-taylor@clear.net.nz), so that the hotel will
have a good idea of numbers on the day. Everyone to pay the hotel on the day of the
breakfast as follows: Continental - $17.50 per person (discounted from $19.00) Fully
cooked buffet - $22.50 per person (discounted from $24.00) Children under 12 years are
$1.00 times their age. This is your last chance to nominate the annual club "Loo-Loo" of
the year award for the most deserving recipient, in such categories including: the most
geographically challenged, logistically lacking, or outrageously disoriented. Please note
that accurate details are all well and good, but never let the truth get in the way of a good
story! All welcome.
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Saturday 21 June 9 am departure time
Departure point: Princess Margaret Hospital
opposite Bengal Drive at 9 am

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mount Pleasant - Port Hills: Bruce's "Solstice Special", albeit a
day late. Starting from Lyttelton, this horseshoe route takes us up
to top of Mount Cavendish for an extended luxury morning tea out
of the weather at the Gondola Cafe with its stunning views.
Continuing on to Mount Pleasant with its great views over
Christchurch, Lyttelton and the Canterbury Plains. Then it's down
to the gun emplacements via the Crater Rim Walkway (Bluffs
Track is still closed). Lunch on the tops in a weather-compatible
place. From there we continue on, returning down another track to
the cars. Time ~4 hours. Kids OK but contact leader first. Meet at
Princess Margaret Hospital opposite Bengal Drive at 9 am.
Saturday 21 June

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 19 Jun
Map:
BX24
Approx: $5

Social Event

PENINSULA TRAMPING CLUB ANNUAL BARN DANCE: CTC members are invited to
the annual PTC Barn Dance. DATE: Saturday 21st June 2014. VENUE: St Peters
Anglican Hall, Church Corner, Riccarton (note change of venue from last year). BAND:
Once again, we have The Incredible Ceilidh Band playing, so a great night is assured.
PRICE: Ticket price is $25.00. The price includes drinks supplied, i.e. punch, wine and
beers SUPPER: As for the last three barn dances, supper is Bring-a-plate. This has
worked out really well for everyone, with no shortage of interesting goodies. Please
contact Margot Bowden of the PTC for tickets (payment by internet banking is an option).
margot.bowden@gmail.com Ph 332 7020
Weekend 21-22 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Li Li 039264395
ahhlili01@hotmail.com

Mingha - Deception (incl camping at Lake Mavis): The Mingha
Deception route is the running part of the Coast to Coast. We will
cheat by travelling from the east coast in cars, and only walk the
track. For the super keen (if the conditions are right) the is a plan
is to ascend from Goat Pass up to Lake Mavis - which is a
stunning alpine campsite. Those who prefer can stay in the Goat
Pass Hut. This is a moderate walk with some river travel, wet feet
are a certainty, snow is also highly probable. The hope is that
there will be two cars and it will be possible to walk out through
the deception river. Talk to LiLi if you want to go along.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 12 Jun
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Sunday 22 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Camp Saddle to Helicopter Hill: Camp Saddle (1480 m) lies on
an easily accessed spur extending south-east from the spine of
the Craigieburn Range and separating the Broken River and
Craigieburn ski areas. The saddle is reached by a ~500 m climb
from either of the ski field access roads. From the saddle we'll
head along the spur to Pt 1525 m, then make a scree (or snow
-depending on conditions) descent to Lyndon Saddle. Time
permitting, we'll aim to make the short ~150 m to Helicopter Hill
climb before heading back to the cars via the Craigieburn Valley
Track or Lyndon Saddle Track. All up, about 700m-800 m height
gain over about 13-14 km, depending on the exact route.
Wednesday 25 June

Grade: Easy/Mod
or Mod
(might
require
snow skills)
Closes: 19 Jun
Map:
BW21
Approx: $25

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Night: Be the first to experience the latest club news hot off the
press, and help the club get ready their next batch of the ongoing saga of the adventures,
trials and tribulations of the Christchurch Tramping Club. A good social time to catch up
and plan for future exploits out in the hills, whilst assisting the club with their monthly mail
out.
Saturday 28 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Retreat Hill: Just a pinch above 100 m, Retreat Hill will be
accessed via Cromdale Station in the Lees Valley. About 500 m
height gain over ca 10 km, following farm roads in open country
with views over the Lees Valley to the Pancake and Puketeraki
Ranges.
Weekend 28-29 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BV23
Approx: $25

Leader: James Hopkins 03 967 5003

Lake Daniells - Manson-Nichols Memorial Hut: There is some
CTC history in this location. Come along and learn about it. This is
a stunning location in the Lewis Pass - James always wanted to
go here when there is snow - hopefully the late June trip date will
resolve this.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 19 Jun
Map:
BT22 BT23
Approx: $40

Sunday 29 June

Leader: Bruce James 332-3473
bruce.s.james@gmail.com

Little Mt Peel: This trip is in the Peel Forest area. From the
Blandswood Road end, we'll climb steadily via Deer Spur,
overlooking the Rangitata towards Mt Hutt. The well-formed track
leads to an attractive bush-edged tarn at ~900 m, a good spot for
lunch. Then it's on to the summit with spectacular views and some
board walks over the boggy areas. There will be an option of
descending a southern spur via a marked route crossing Emily
Stream. Approximately 1000 m height gain, and 8-11 km of travel
depending on the return route.
Multi day trip 1-6 July Date TBC Late June
Early July
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BY19
Approx: $30

Leader: Liz Tanner +61 466 96404
0211400531 lizjtanner@yahoo.com.au

Winter Warmth - Brisbane: Escape the winter for some warmth
in Queensland. Exact date to be confirmed - End of June or early
July. 5 day walks on Scenic Rim south of Brisbane, Mt Warning,
Springbrook National Park, Lamington National Park and others.
Contact Liz to join this trip - via email, or if you prefer talk to her on
her Oz mobile - +61 466966404
Wednesday 2 July

Grade: EasyMod
Contact Liz via
email
Map:
Auss
Approx: Flying to
Oz!!!
Club Night

Traversing Glaciers (and other tricky bits): Speaking for myself, I find it a cinch to tie
myself up in knots, but when it comes to a length of rope, I come over all dyslexic. If
you're like me, or you just want to know more about what is required for traversing
glaciers and other tricky bits that you may come across on alpine tramps, come along
and find out more. Bring your harness and/or rope if you have these. If not, the club will
have some on the night so that you can have a go.
Weekend 5-6 July

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Mt Greenlaw: We got side-tracked by mediocre weather last year
so I'm booking in a fine winters weekend for this trip. Intention this
time is to head up the Wilberforce and camp up in Burnet Stream.
As usual, I am adverse to walking where I can drive so at least
one vehicle should be going as far as Bristed Stream. Come
prepared for a winter camp in snow. Snow gear and helmets for
the climb.
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Grade: Hard
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40

Saturday 5 July 7.15 am departure
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Alastair Brown 338-1324
alastairgbrown@yahoo.com.au

Mt Olympus via Mt Cheeseman: This route was meant to be
pioneered as a CTC trip last year, but on that occasion the party
ended up climbing Mt Izard rather than Mt Cheeseman. This time
around, we'll try the originally intended route. Starting from the
Hogs Back car park (off the Mt Cheeseman Ski-field road), we'll
climb ca 1100 m to Mt Cheeseman (2031 m). From there we'll
descend ~250 m to a broad saddle overlooking the Harper River,
then climb ~300 m to the summit of Mt Olympus (2096 m). This
will be a long day (~25 km and ~1700 m height gain) and require a
good level of fitness, especially if the snow is deep and soft. If
conditions turn out to be too difficult, we might instead head from
Cheeseman to Mt Izard then down to the Hogs back track. Ice
axes and crampons will be required, along with knowledge of how
to use them. An early start is also very probable, so make sure
that you sign up with the trip leader. For description of last-year's
trip,
see
http://www.ctc.org.nz/index.php?
option=com_tripreport&task=view&id=606. Note the early (and
slightly unusual) departure time of 7.15 am.
Sunday 6 July 8:30 in the carpark at the top of
Kennedys Bush Road on the Summit Road

Map:

BW20
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914
susan@toniq.co.nz

Hoon Hay Reserve to Governors Bay with lunch at Governors
Bay Hotel.: Starting on the Summit road, we go down the steep
Bivvy Track (good boots needed) to O'Farrells Track and then
walk along this easy track to either to Allandale or Living Springs.
We'll then head along the coastal bay track to Governers Bay. A
social lunch at the hotel (menu is online for anyone who wants to
check it out), is planned, but clearly trampers could opt out of this
if they wish. Then we head back up to the Summit Road on
Faulkners Track (approx. 360 m climb) and along Mitchells Track
back to the cars. If you contact the leader by Saturday teatime,
she will attempt to book the hotel for those who wish to commit to
lunch; others can just take pot luck on the day. Meet at 8:30 in the
car park at the top of Kennedys Bush Road on the Summit Road.
Anyone who can't do that call the leader to try to arrange
transport. No cost except for the non members fee and lunch.
Wednesday 9 July

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 3 Jul

Grade: Easy/Social
Closes: 3 Jul
Map:
BX24
Approx: None

Club Night

Free Night of Catch Up and Chat: Bring some biscuits (or whatever takes your fancy)
and a good yarn. There will be some photos from a couple of trips to see.
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Saturday 12 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mt Cotton: Located in Cottons Sheep Range at the northeast end
of Lake Coleridge is Mount Cotton (1470m). This is an ideal
chance to become familiar with those snow skills, newly acquired
or otherwise, on an easier tramp. The height gain over about 5 km
of horizontal travel (each way) is about 850 m starting out on farm
tracks which will disappear under a covering of snow. This
normally easy-moderate tramp will be conducted at an easy pace.
The rewarding view of the Coleridge basin is second only to the
much more technical Mt Oakden. Requires snow skills, axes and
crampons. Gear can be borrowed from the club - see the gear
custodian at club night.
Weekend 12-13 July
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Mod
(Requires
Snow Skills)
Closes: 10 Jul
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Andrea Zahn 382 1044
andi.zahn@gmx.de

Carrington Hut Ghost Busting: So some say Carrington Hut is
haunted. Come along and find out for yourself. Bring your best
ghost story. The trip is generally easy, but this is mid winter and
there may be snow about so don't take the easy bit too much for
granted!
Sunday 13 July 7 am start
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 3 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Leader: Radu Popovici
popovici.radustefan@gmail.com

Goat Hill: Goat Hill is a seemingly modest (1656 m) peak on the
true right of the Otira River, directly east of Otira township.
However, with a starting altitude of ~450 m, it involves a good
1200 m of height gain. We will start up the track on the north side
of Barracks Creek, with return options yet to be evaluated. Snow
is likely, so participants should have ice axe, crampons and
knowledge of how to use them. Note the early start time of 7 am.
Weekend 19-20 July

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 10 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx: $35

Leader: Thomas Matern 03-3544309
354-4309 matern.nz@gmail.com

Arthur's Pass Base Camp: A weekend based at the Club Hut in Grade: All / Family
Arthur's Pass, with an opportunity to explore the many grades of Closes: 10 Jul
tracks in the area. The leader is open to whatever tramps people
Map:
BV20
would like to do. Pot luck meal on Saturday night.
Approx: $40 + hut
fee
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Weekend 26-27 July
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Michele Hood
mickyh42@xtra.co.nz

Cameron Hut: Located behind Mt Somers, the Arrowsmith Range
is far larger and steeper than the surrounding foothills. 5 or 6
hours tramping, with only a little climbing towards the end, will get
us to the Cameron hut, situated on the remnant terminal moraine
of the Cameron Glacier. Spectacular views from the hut on to the
Arrowsmith Mountains.
Sunday 27 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 17 Jul
Map:

BW18
BW19 BX19
Approx: $40 + CMC
hut fee

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Mt Guy: Mt Guy is a 1319 m peak in the Hakatere/Ashburton
Lakes area, directly north east of Lake Clearwater. We'll park as
near as we can get to the eastern end of the lake, then cross
Lambies Stream to pick up the newish DoC track up the southern
face of the hill directly to the summit -- a climb of ~650 m. From
there we'll descend over about 3 km down a long ramp to the
north west, with great views to all points of the compass. Once
down to the river-terraced plain, we'll return to the cars via the
Clearwater Circuit Track, either directly or by ambling around Lake
Clearwater. Recent evidence suggest an outside chance of seeing
kotuku (really!). There is also a chance of snow, in which case
crampons and ice axes might prove useful.
Weekend 9-10 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: EasyMod
Closes: 24 Jul
Map:
BX18 BX19
Approx: $30

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

SNOWCRAFT COURSE: The Annual Snowcraft course has been Grade: Training
announced. Come to a club meeting and get your name on that Closes: 31 Jul
list. Numbers strictly limited and this course always fills up fast!!!
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40 + hut
fee
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Trip Reports
18-27 April 2014

Scientific Expedition to the South Coast
Personnel
Chris McGimpsey (Historian and Trip organiser)
Jonathan Carr
(Trip Photographer)
David Cook
(Data Recorder)
Adrian Radcliffe
(Financial Officer)
Andrea Zahn
(Protocol & Public Relations)
In addition to the above there were appearances by:
The Ghost of Chris McG’s past.
Davina Cowterd
The maid.
Curiously it was noted that with one exception there were never more than 5 people
present at any one time. This instance occurred on the maid’s day off when a butler
provided hot fried bread a la Waitutu. While coloured eggs suggested a visit by the Easter
Bunny This could not be substantiated.
Scientific Report
The purpose of the trip was to study the endangered species once common on the South
Coast of the South Island.
The main objective was to study the presence of the species Telegraphus Wireii.
The species is typically found as a creeper with a silvery colour usually in the scrub about
1 to 2 metres off the ground. It has a strange white flower which is similar to an upside
down teacup.
Once endemic to the area; recent reports had claimed that this species was in grave
danger of extinction.
We can report the following findings:
● The species still exists; we found a small number in flower but these were rare.
● There appears to have been some evolution in the species: we found at least one
example each of:


Telegraphus Wireii sp. Rusticus. This presents as a brownish fibre with nodules
at intervals; we initially thought this was a juvenile form of the more common
species Supplejack Rhipogonum scandens but analysis revealed it not to be so.

 Telegraphus Wireii sp. Parisitium. There were two example of this.
•

One sample was discovered entwined in a gaiter hook of Mr McGimpsey. A
major accident was averted when this was found before he started tramping
again.

•

A different specimen appears to have exhibited retrograde growth previously
the species was only ever recorded in a linear growth pattern. Our recorded
sample showed normal growth at the 1.5 to 2 metre level but reversed
growth at about 0.5m altitude. Provisionally we have named this variant sp
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Deer trappus.
All the above names await approval by the NZ Taxonomic Board.
Having reached the Waitutu River the party felt that we had enough data for the main
investigation and decided to proceed with our secondary objective. Approval to proceed
was granted via Mobile phone from the beach where reception was good.
This study was based on unconfirmed reports of giant versions of the common species
Tramperii Boardwalkerii.
The usual form of this species is sufficiently common to all trampers so as not to require
detailed explanation. Generally it is found as short lengths ranging from 2 metres up to as
much as 100metres. We decided to investigate reports of species on the Hump Ridge
Track of over 3000 m. Accordingly we backtracked to the “Edwin Burn viaduct” itself a rare
species of a boardwalk mutation found only in this area. We noted that one of the four
known examples of this species appears to be in very poor condition.
Proceeding up the ridge we soon observed samples of the normal species but in the subalpine zone we recorded several examples of the giant species.
While normally content to adopt a sedentary lifestyle we noted that some of these samples
appeared to be attempting some form of locomotion. In a style not unlike that of the
Earthworm Lumbricus terrestris this species seems to gather itself up longitudinally in a
series of humps in order to gain height vertically in a short distance; these ‘humps’ could
be of any length but tended to clump themselves together in groups of up to a hundred in
places. As these segments all exhibited the typical silvery hexagonal skin pattern we
decided that these could not be a local variant of the other species Steppus Steppus which
is ubiquitous in the bush areas of New Zealand.
Curiously on approaching the Okaka Research Station in the alpine region of the Hump
Ridge we discovered an example of the species Tramperii Boardwalkerii sp. Sinusoidalus.
This organism exhibited a marked tendency to adopt a linear form with acute hairpin
bends.
By the end of the trip we had recorded about 8 examples of the giant species of length up
to 4km. Mr Radcliffe suggested the name Tramperii Boredwalkerii for the longer species
we encountered. Not being sure whether this was a rare attempt at humour or whether the
British Taxonomic protocols differ from that in New Zealand we decided to suggest the
name Tramperii Boardwalkerii sp. Interminabilus for approval.
Health & Safety
The expedition was completed with only minor events recorded under this subheading.
•

In attempting to plumb the depths of a particular pool forming part of a stream the
Data Recording Officer managed to completely immerse himself in the brackish
water. Apparently he found that this was so deep that he could not touch the
bottom.

Consequentially Mr Cook completed the track section to the next hut in a brisk
fashion to ward off any possible state of pre- hypothermia. This led to an instance of
ritual exsanguination after an encounter with a metal splinter on the support wire of
the Wairaurahiri suspension bridge. Apparently this behaviour is typical for Mr Cook
on expedition of more than 4 days so the party was grateful that only 2x band aids
were required on this occasion.
Not to be outdone Mr Radcliffe had two exsanguination incidents in the vehicle while
returning home.
•
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Providoring
As would be expected the party was well-equipped in this respect; the Expedition’s
sponsor “Cuisine de Outback” product was commonly used. On the trip’s return to
Tuatapere the “world famous sausage” the town’s claim to fame was considered as “not
worth going over the bridge for”.
Early in the trip it was obvious that the libation of choice was tea. We did not however quite
get to 57 varieties.
Dr Carr was happy with “tea and plenty of it” with everything.
Mr Radcliffe was obsessed with how many cups he could get out of one tea bag.
Ms Zahn favoured pastel shades of various fruit teas.
Mr McGimpsey unfortunately miscalculated the amount of Jungle Juice needed for the trip
and this became apparent at the same time that he realised that he had carried an empty
gas canister all the way to Waitutu Hut; a double blow.
Also he had been experimenting with a variety of flavourings to add to his staple Bulger
Wheat. On the fifth night he pronounced the evening's mixture to be perfect only to have a
Sullivanesque "Lost Chord"moment when he realised he could not remember the precise
blend of spices and sauces used that night.
Mr Cook favoured a strange concoction kept in a blue plastic pill container with the arcane
symbol CoFe on the label. Mr Radcliffe was unkind enough to suggest that Mr Cook’s
behaviour could be due to trace element poisoning.
Transport
The car and trailer, (when required) provided enough flexibility for the demands of this
expedition. The party was fortunate in that we crossed the Great Brown Muddy Kakanui
River before it reached its flood level. We believe that other expeditions were not so lucky
in this respect.
For the Expedition
David Cook.

Tramperii Boardwalkerii Viaductus
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5-12 January 2014

Anna's Hollyford Track Trip
Annalocks and the 3 Bears
("Not your usual walk in the Park") With apologies to Hollyford Track Ltd.
A grim but not Grimm Fairy tale.
As part of my wish to walk as many of the Classic or Great Walks before my upcoming
departure I sought companions for my Hollyford Track and possibly some other Fiordland
tramps. I could not bear the cost of the transport alone and also thought that company on
such a big trip would be desirable.
In the event Radu Popovich and David Cook were joined by Radu’s brother Cristian who
was in N.Z. for a holiday. Here is my story.
Anna Herlender.
Characters
Annalocks (usually shortened to Anna)
Ursa Major (Popo) Bear
Ursa minor (Cristian Bear but not as in Hans Christian Anderson (more fairy tales?)).
Cookie Bear.
We left Christchurch on Sunday morning and drove to Te Anau by mid-afternoon. The
bears were upset that their ice cream stop at Wanaka was bought to a damp end by a
shower but I found the next section of the drive up the Cardrona Valley and over the
Crown range to be a highlight in more ways than one. At Te Anau Cookie Bear’s
recommended restaurant was closed so we found a suitable eatery but I was mortified
when the bears asked what flavour the porridge of the day was; they settled for Salmon
Tartare as an acceptable compromise.
Next day we drove up the Eglinton Valley and over the Divide. At every stop (Does a bear
_ _ _ _ in the woods? Definitely) the bears were off in search of the cause of the buzzing
sounds. It was no use telling them that wasps don’t make honey; they seemed to have
one- track minds. Eventually we parked up at the car park and we set off on our tramp. As
we approached the Valley of the Hidden Freak Calls where Cookie Bear claimed to have
heard a plaintive KeyA call on a previous visit; the deafening sound of the waterfall
drowned out any hope of hearing this strange call.
The party moved onto the adjacent hut of the same name. While eating our salami
flavoured porridge? Cookie Bear disabused the other occupants of their thoughts of an
afternoon stroll up Moraine (or should that be More rain) Creek ?. His claim that it was “No
walk in the Park” seemed to be enough of a deterrent.
We soon continued on; approaching the highest saddle on the track. I was surprised when
Cookie Bear elated at reaching the top turned round tripped and ended flat on his face and
knees. He claimed to be avoiding a bee. Yeah right. I hurried to attend to the cuts on his
face but only learnt much later that this sort of behaviour was not uncommon for Cookie
Bear.
In time we reached the Alabearster Hut. I found the onion and garlic flavoured porridge
Popo Bear prepared to be an interesting experience. I thought it to be too hot.
Rain overnight not only meant that Cristian Bear decided to remain there for a day or two
before returning to the car and in due course Gunn’s Camp. I believe he had a secret
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stash of honey in the vehicle.
He claimed to be Pteromerhanophobic in small aircraft but I ask you when did you last see
any bear in any sort of plane? That left three of us to tackle the fearsome Demon Trail
which we knew would be more difficult due to the recent heavy rain. This proved to be the
case and we often seemed to be following a watercourse with mud patches at irregular
intervals. Cookie Bear’s Govan’s Brew proved to be a pea and bacon flavoured gruel
mixture but it still had the consistency of porridge I found it to be too bland.
Wednesday was to be a long day as we had to get to Martins Bay so Popo Bear took
some of Cookie Bear’s stash of honey to encourage him to move faster. By the end of the
day I was getting quite proficient at crossing 3-wire bridges even though had to stow my
walking poles in my pack before each crossing. The last of these at Hokuri Creek was by
far the longest and Popo Bear tried to cross the river in normal fashion or was he hoping to
snare a fish or two? We then had to cross a deep patch of pooled water and even with my
walking poles I was almost waist deep here the two bears seemed to be in their element.
Only later was I told that we had just crossed the Alpine Fault and it was overdue for the
Big One. As I missed the worst of the Christchurch earthquakes I was pleased that my
crossing was uneventful.
We were pleased with our efforts in getting to Martins Bay until an occupant of the hut
claimed he had done all that we had done carrying his surfboard in one hand. It was my
turn to provide the evening meal so for once porridge was not the main course. I found the
meal to be just right.
In the morning I walked up to the seal colony. I noticed the icy top of Tutoko Mountain
floating in the mist at the head of Lake McKerrow. The bears were at the porridge and
honey back at the hut and I had to hurry them along to ensure we would reach the nearby
airstrip in time for our flight to Milford Sound but in the end we had time to loaf in the sun
for a time before our flight. We were reunited with Cristian Bear before noon but found that
the camp shop was out of both porridge and honey so it was decided that we would take a
drive to Milford Sound in the afternoon for a launch cruise. It seems that Popo Bear
wanted to show off his salmon catching skills to Cristian Bear. Alas we were sufficiently
high above the water that there was no chance to show off this reputed skill. I did not have
the heart to mention that Salmon were very rare in this locality.
Friday saw us climbing to Gertrude Saddle. Cristian Bear cried off early so only three of us
saw the noted view of Milford Sound from the saddle. At the lunchtime porridge and fruit
break Cookie Bear unwisely dropped an apple core which was voraciously attacked by the
lone KeyA bird that had been lurking nearby. We returned down valley meeting a not so
slothful Cristian Bear on the way. Bears like ice cream so I soon found myself bound for
Milford again where the bears made pigs of themselves; (sorry about the mixed metaphor
but my English sometimes
leaves me struggling for the
best word). While waiting at
the Homer Tunnel I could
again observe the antics of the
KeyA birds they seemed quite
oblivious of the passing traffic.
I wanted to see the famed
Lake Marian which was only a
short walk from the road so
Cristian Bear and I set off for
The charming Lake Marian
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this place while Popo Bear drove Cookie Bear down to the end of the Hollyford Road. I
found it strange that Cookie Bear would want to do six or so km of road walk in preference
to the beautiful view we had at the lake. Perhaps he had a honey stash to recover?
On Saturday Popo Bear and I went to see the sights at Manapouri completing the Scenic
Circle Track. Both the C bears showed slothful behaviour and remained in Te Anau.
Cookie Bear claimed he had damaged his legs; Cristian Bear was just plain slothful.
Maybe their beds were just right?
At Te Anau on the eve of our return I had
“things to do and places to be so” the Three
Bears went to Chez Redcliff where I would
meet them later.
I believe that they created somewhat of a
disturbance when they found out that porridge
was off and there was no time for an ice cream
dessert. However honey glazed pork apparently
was a popular dish.
Frustrated by his inability to catch any salmon
at Milford; Popo Bear insisted that we stop near
Annalocks and the three Bears
Twizel on the return journey to buy some;
apparently bears are not too fussy about eating either free range or farmed salmon.
Thank to my companions on this trip it was quite an experience.
Written by David Cook a.k.a. Cookie Bear
26th April 2014

The Stones from the back (variation).
People will say to you Banks peninsular tramps are easy.
This trip, The Stones from the back (variation start) had me thinking about those
courses the French Foreign legion puts their new recruits through to see what their
cracking point is.
We began easily enough at 520 metres altitude, climbed up through red beech forest
above Akaroa and soon arrived at Stony bay saddle (700 metres).
The eight of us gazed at the views out over the Pacific ocean before beginning our
descent into Stony bay valley, (via the variation).
The variation really was just a ‘short cut’ to get us straight down the 600 metres to near the
bottom of Stony bay valley.
We dropped down through a thick forest canopy following a dry boulder bed; untracked
bush containing a mix of red beech, horopito, five finger and plentiful bush lawyer and
onga onga (bush nettle).
Soon the dry stream became a flowing one and trying to keep in it as we lost altitude
became more and more difficult.
It would inconveniently go over steep rocky drops (sometimes called waterfalls) which we
had to deviate around which meant we had to lose even more altitude through thick bush
to catch up with it.
The stream seemed to be winning in this respect.
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Our sideways manouvering meant a lot of scrambling, thrashing and fighting through bush
lawyer/nettle and sliding down steep slippery banks.
Sometimes we became bluffed.
We would climb upwards and then hit dense bush lawyer, or nettle.
Climbing higher to escape all of this we would arrive at a wall of gorse.
We finally arrived deep in the valley on an overgrown track. It had taken 30 minutes to
arrive here from Stony bay saddle on the previous Stones trip.
This time it had taken 4hrs 30minutes.
We were disfigured by lawyers, (most of us), badly nettled (Susan) or bruised by sliding
logs (Sarah).
NZ Blood would have loved us if we could have donated the amount of blood we had
collectively lost so far.
A lunch stop and the party for some reason discussed the verb mutiny.
Andrew was proposing ‘I mutiny” to be correct English or should it be “I will mutiny”, “I am
going to mutiny.”
Correct answers please on a postcard.
And so with the trip leader fearing a possible lynching the decision was made to make an
honorable retreat.
The brave Sir Robin sketch in Monty Pythons movie, the Holy Grail comes to mind here.
Continuing to the Stones could have meant an 11pm finish so we headed down valley to
the 100 metre contour with a view to ascending back up to Stony bay road and a quick
return to our vehicles.
Well it seems there are very few exit points from the Stony bay valley apart from one and
on this occasion we did not find it. We began with a steep ascent through long grass, but
soon we hit another barrier of nettle infested kanuka, some rock scrambling, and then
some chest high bracken.
When we finally arrived at the road it was 5pm and with some relief we enjoyed the easiest
tramping of the day arriving at the cars at 6pm.
Lovissa matter of factly to the trip leader, “thanks for the trip.”
“Glad you enjoyed it.”
Lovissa, “I didn’t say that, I simply said thanks for the trip.”
Trip participants were Sarah Chauvin, Susan Pearson, Ron Keeble, Andrew Tromans,
Lovissa Eriksson, Denise Stroud, Kerrie Maynard, Richard Kimberley.
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3 May 2014

Mt Binser
Only 9 trampers showed for David’s trip to Mt Binser despite a fantastic forecast. Not sure
what else was going on to keep people away but I hope it was worth it because you
missed a fantastic tramp.
The drive up to the start of the track to Binser saddle was uneventful and we were
tramping by 10:10. It took us until 11:30 to reach the point where we leave the well
maintained track and head off up the first of the 3 peaks. By then we had climbed 500m,
so a refuelling stop was appropriate.
The bush bash up to the tussock was reasonably straightforward although there was some
treefall to avoid on our way up. We kept climbing up the tussock and soon it gave way to
patches of soft snow and scree. At this point the more experienced (older?) members of
the party were more than happy to encourage the fitter, younger or just less experienced
trampers, forge the way up so that we could conserve energy by literally following in their
footsteps.
After another 500m of climbing it was 13:00 and time for lunch – just below the first peak.
Superb views over to Woolshed Hill, The Pyramid, and the Waimak in the west and up The
Poulter in the East. Then a last push up to the first peak (1753m) where more views
opened out across the braided river to Mt Misery and Baldy Hill with Lake Sarah in the
foreground. Further to the south, Lake Pearson, Purple Hill and Lakes Hawden and
Marymere were easily seen and off in the distance I realised I was looking at the full
Torlesse range from Bold hill to Foggy Peak. Exhilarating.
Also on the top of this peak we met up with 3 trampers from Pegasus tramping club.
The second peak (1831m) required us to lose some height first to 1620m. The 200m climb
seemed harder work than it should have been and by now Kerrie, Kieren and I had
accepted our proper places at the back – at least Kieren had an excuse, he was taking
pictures. It was on our slog up to the 2nd peak that we started noticing a trail of purple stuff
on the snow and scree. Very odd. Then we found out that Mani, not having much food in
his fridge to bring on the trip, had thrown in some beetroot – raw beetroot.
We finally made it to peak 3 (1860m) at 15:00pm and enjoyed a good rest before
backtracking slightly to gain the ridge down. This is where Mani really began to enjoy
himself. If raw beetroot is what makes him fly down the soft scree the way he did, I’m
going to try it. The rest of us used the patches of snow to leap and bound down the
mountain. Such fun! Even when the snow had run out we found the soft ground enabled
us to continue running down most of the hill.
Finally the good times came to an end and we had to pick our way down the last two
hundred metres through pretty easy scrub on pig tracks. But after such a descent this
seemed a chore. Finally reality hit as we faced the 5km walk back to the cars, a far from
exciting prospect, even with the lovely view of the river braids reflecting the sun as it
dropped behind the mountains.
We were saved by Clive and David who put on a heroic turn of speed to zoom back to the
cars and come back with them, reducing the distance we needed to walk on the road by
about a half.
Thanks for a great trip David.
David Sutton (leader) Kerrie Maynard, Susan Pearson(scribe), Clive Marsh, Natasha
Sydorenko, Sarah Chauvin, Mani Singh, Kieren Cummings, Cam.
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10-11 May 2014

Lake Florence
My last trip to Lake Florence was a reasonably eventful one. It had waterfalls, a tough
ridgeline and an eroded and very a steep scree descent with some rock on tramper action
to keep things exciting. In comparison, our recent expedition was remarkably sedate.
It began with our erstwhile leader – Steve, leading us up the track below Mt Barron. The
track was lacking even the minimal wind fall we encountered on the previous occasion and
was remarkably easy to follow above the scrub line so we were also deprived of climbing
any waterfalls to reach the upper basins.
Steve decided to avoid the ridgeline leading to Mt Anderson and we dropped into a basin
to our south. The 400m down followed by 400m up was judged to be quicker than inching
our way along the fractured skyline ridge. The basin was filled with the usual greywacke
boulders which Cam quite enjoys. He voiced his enthusiasm for the terrain in loud and
quite salty language more than once.
Having reached the other side of the basin we were required to repeat the procedure and
drop down into another basin before climbing again to get above a line of bluffs running
below the main ridgeline. The height lost and gained was not as much this time but was
compensated for by the presence of soft snow in amounts just enough to be annoying and
to make the decent treacherous, especially if you were lacking an ice axe.
The threat of being bluffed on our traverse prove to be unfounded when Steve found a
small fault line that lead to the top of a scree leading to the stream draining Lake
Florence. Having made our way to the stream, all that was left was to climb up the grassy
slopes to the lake.
I was most disappointed with Lake Florence. My memory was of a large lake with crystal
clear water through which you could clearly see the boulders at the bottom of the lake and
situated in the middle of a beautiful bowl of pristine white snow. Instead I was confronted
with a grey, opaque puddle in the middle of boulder strewn ditch. Either my memory is
seriously faulty or you must visit later in the year in order to view the lake in its true beauty.
The next morning, Adrian (leg injury), Mani (no ice axe) and I (lazy) slept in while the rest
got out of bed before dawn to climb Mt Armstrong. They reached the main ridge before
encountering very hard ice. Cam and Max, sans crampons, decided to abort whilst the
remainder continued on to a short distance below the peak before they too, gave up and
headed down.
By 10am we were fully loaded and sidling out to the ridge above the Rolleston River. On
our previous excursion we had drop off this ridge high up and travelled down an eroded
and very steep gully to reach the river. This proved to be an unwise decision when Clive
was flattened by a rock. This time we chose to travel further down the ridge and descend
through the scrub. About halfway down, as I was hanging off a leatherwood bush with my
feet dangling over thin air, I daydreamed wistfully about the good old scree slope with its
tumbling rocks and how I preferred it to swinging about the vegetation like a particularly
uncoordinated baboon. Eventually, by alternating between a washed out scree gully and
the scrub we made it down to the Rolleston River. A few rocks were dislodged during the
descent but they all narrowly missed Cam.
All that remained was to trudge out along the track down to the railway siding. A task that
took us about 2.5 hours.
Steve (Leader), Adrian, Cam, Conrad, Jeff, Mani, Max and Andrew (Scribe)
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18 May 2014

Mt Harper
'Winnie the Steve and the blustery day'
or
'How Steve's persuasive talents persuaded the lowlanders to convert to highlanders'
Where would you rather be on a day with a north-westerly forecast to be 80k at 1000m
and over 100k at 2000m... Tucked down on the valley floor doing a dutiful 'I need the
exercise' tramp to Lake Heron, or battling the elements to get to Mt Harper, exposed on all
sides to howling gales, werewolves, and any other suitable objects of a howling
adjective...?
Absolutely - lower than a grass-snake's tummy is the only sensible choice. Thus it was
clearly only by hypnotherapy or the black arts that Steve rapidly converted a majority of
timorous sub-grass-snake dwellers into brave highland chiefs...
We set off over the flats in a moderate gale...
Up the lower flanks, somewhat protected from the prevailing strong winds...
(on the plus side, we managed to avoid the matagouri that has added such blood-tinged
piquancy to most previous Mt Harper trips...)
Blown up onto the upper flanks, not at all protected (lunch, hiding in the tussock)...
The summit - guyed down against the gusts...
Across the tops to pt 1644, tacking against a side-wind most of the way...
Heading west to pt 1658 (yes, still a bracing super-sized breeze blowing our way...)
Descent to Balmaccan Saddle and, finally, arrival at the stream (gosh - what is this novel
sensation - tramping without my hood making a continuous rapid-frequency reverberating
flapping in my ears?)...
6 ks of rapid march out along the cattle track back to the cars, one sub-group beguiling the
time by comparing dreams (apparently, many CTCers frequently dream that they are flying
- just a little more updraft on Mt Harper and we could have probably made that come true
for a few of the lighter-weights at least.)
From our car we saw a white heron on the way home. Blown from Okarito?
Tea, chips, chocolate cake (Radu!) etc in Rakaia, courtesy of the ever-obliging Mobil
station. They had a whole trailer-load of bags of swedes for sale, too. Very surprisingly, no
purchasers while we were there.
Thanks everyone for yet another great Mt Harper trip.
Highlanders: Steve 'the persuader' Bruerton, Flo Roberts, Richard Lobb, Bryce Williamson,
Natasha Sydorenko, Radu Popovici, Warwick Dowling, Alan Ross, Carol Exton, Brent
Rose, Toni Bachvarova, Andrew Smith, Mark Watson, Kieran Cummings, Jenny Harlow.
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Warwick Dowling

981-2045

Secretary:

Angela Lowery

03 3529914

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

351-6366

Bryce Williamson

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Thomas Matern

354-4309

Social
Convenor:

Kate Taylor

980-8224

Social
Convenor:

Silvia Horniakova

021 264 8430

Gear Custodian: Thomas Matern

354-4309

Editor:

342-3735

Sam Cook

Hut Convenor: Adrian Radcliffe
IT Convenor:

Richard Lobb

351-2344

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings,
phone Bernhard Parawa 337 3125 or 027 212 7498; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329;
or if they’re both away, Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $15 member, $15
member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or
maintenance required, please tell the hut convenor, Adrian Radcliffe, ph 0278390450.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of Rates for Gear Hire:
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Tent
$3/person/night
Thomas Matern, ph. 354-4309. Note: club
$4 per weekend
gear assigned to you is your responsibility; Ice axes, crampons
please take care of it. Please make sure you Harnesses, snow shovel
$4 per weekend
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
Large/small weekend
$2 per weekend
the outside of your pack can be easily packs
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
Free
This may result in serious damage to your Helmets
bank account! Please air and dry tents after Personal locator beacons Free
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.
Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 19 June 2014 – Thanks.
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